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Fractional Dynamics: Recent AdvancesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2011

	This volume provides the latest developments in the field of fractional dynamics, which covers fractional (anomalous) transport phenomena, fractional statistical mechanics, fractional quantum mechanics and fractional quantum field theory. The contributors are selected based on their active and important contributions to their respective...
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Introduction to Numerical Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations Using MATLABJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Learn how to solve complex differential equations using MATLAB®
	
		Introduction to Numerical Ordinary and Partial Differential Equations Using MATLAB® teaches readers how to numerically solve both ordinary and partial differential equations with ease. This innovative publication brings together a skillful treatment of MATLAB...
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Energy Justice Across BordersSpringer, 2019

	
		
			This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license.

	

	
		
			
				We must find new and innovative ways of conceptualizing transboundary energy issues, of embedding concerns of ethics or justice into energy policy, and of operationalizing response to them. This book stems from the emergent gap;...
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New Approaches to CSR, Sustainability and Accountability, Volume I (Accounting, Finance, Sustainability, Governance & Fraud: Theory and Application)Springer, 2019

	
		This book provides a platform for discussing the challenges that organizations face in order to implement sustainability, ethics, and effective corporate governance, all of which are important elements of “standing out” from other companies. Examining the background of the New European Consensus on development with the new...
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Advanced Topics in Fuzzy Graph Theory (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing (375))Springer, 2019

	
		This book builds on two recently published books by the same authors on fuzzy graph theory. Continuing in their tradition, it provides readers with an extensive set of tools for applying fuzzy mathematics and graph theory to social problems such as human trafficking and illegal immigration. Further, it especially focuses on advanced...
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Queueing Theory with Applications to Packet TelecommunicationSpringer, 2004
Soon after Samuel Morse’s telegraphing device led to a deployed electrical
telecommunications system in 1843, waiting lines began to form by those
wanting to use the system. At this writing queueing is still a significant factor in
designing and operating communications services, whether they are provided
over the Internet...
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Concurrency Theory: Calculi an Automata for Modelling Untimed and Timed Concurrent SystemsSpringer, 2005
In the world we live in concurrency is the norm. For example, the human body
is a massively concurrent system, comprising a huge number of cells, all simultaneously
evolving and independently engaging in their individual biological
processing. In addition, in the biological world, truly sequential systems rarely
arise. However,...
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Total Area Networking: Atm, Ip, Frame Relay and Smds ExplainedJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Total Area Networking ATM,IP, Frame Relay and SMDS Explained Second Edition John Atkins and Mark Norris BT, UK Total Area Networking explains how high-speed communications allow local facilities to become part of a more global network. This concept is the essential basis for super-connectivity, when the user sees a distributed set of network-based...
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Software Testing and Analysis: Process, Principles and TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The first comprehensive book on software test and analysis
   You can't “test quality into” a software product, but neither can you build a quality software product without test and analysis.  Software test and analysis is increasingly recognized, in research and in industrial practice, as a core challenge in...
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Level Sets and Extrema of Random Processes and FieldsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Level Sets and Extrema of Random Processes and Fields discusses how to understand the properties of the level sets of paths as well as how to compute the probability distribution of its extremal values, which are two general classes of problems that arise in the study of random processes and fields and in related applications. This book...
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The Basics of Information Security: Understanding the Fundamentals of InfoSec in Theory and PracticeSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Boring, boring, boring. Isn’t this what immediately comes to mind when one
	sees books on foundational concepts of information security? Monotonous
	coverage of theory, dry details of history, brief yet inadequate coverage of every
	topic known to man, even though you know that you’ll never be hired by the
	NSA as a...
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Multimedia Systems: Algorithms, Standards, and Industry PracticesCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Multimedia is now a broad “umbrella” that innovatively combines different fields of
	research and industry to produce practical solutions that are used on a wide scale
	today. Some of these fields are signal processing, imaging and color science, video and
	audio analysis, 2D/3D graphics, information theory, compression,...
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